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Softcon is a South African company focussed on developing and manufacturing cutting edge technology in
the Access Control field.

True to its innovative nature, Softcon was one
the first South African companies to develop
an affordable and intelligent Access Control
solution for the South African market. Today,
local and multi-national companies and
entities continue to rely on Softcon solutions
to help them to enhance security in often
complex and sensitive environments.
Nationwide implementations spanning over a
hundred sites using thousands of controllers
have been successfully rolled out, while home
users with one controller also benefits from
Softcon’s flexible and innovative solutions.

The core modules of Softcon’s solution is building management, with the main focus on access control,
input/output monitoring, biometric solutions, smart card solutions, wireless communication, GSM
communication, vending control, fuel control, solutions for visitor control, asset management, ID card
production, cashless Point of Sale at canteens (POS) and Parking Point of Sale (PPOS).
Softcon has integrated key technology partner’s solutions as Morpho from Safran and contactless
Smartcard Technology from HID Global amongst others, to provide secure identity and access solutions to
our customer base.

Softcon’s headquarters is situated in the leafy suburb of Lynnwood in Pretoria
where the manufacturing plant, sales, marketing, support and development
teams are located. A regional branch in Cape Town supplies and supports the
Cape Coastal Regions. An attitude of excellence is cultivated within our ranks,
passionate about our technology, and dedicated to supporting and servicing
our broad client base. Softcon has a team of qualified technicians and trainers
focussed on supporting, educating, training and assisting our client base and
the growing Security industry.
On a daily basis, thousands of customers in government, parastatal and private
institutions in more than 42 countries relies on Softcon solutions to protect and
secure their interests. Keeping abreast of the market trends and the increasing
need for integrated systems, Softcon is well positioned to deliver solutions
today as well as solutions for the future.
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